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Hello From The Head-Teacher
As this is the final edition of the school magazine I thought it
would be a good time to look back at how far we have come.
When we were forced to close the school, all those months
ago, I thought a bubble was something you created when
doing the washing up; I now know who the key workers in
this country are; how to host a Zoom meeting, something I
had never heard of previously, not to mention how to keep
up with the endless updates and guidance coming from the
government.
As we all prepare to say farewell to our Year 6, this magazine
will be mostly full of items which the Year 6 bubbles have put
together.
I have spoken, in recent Zoom assemblies, about how well the small bubble groups have
worked. I know the children have enjoyed getting to know others, whom they may not have
worked with so much in the past, and hopefully new friendships have formed.
What has also struck me is how each bubble is different and has their "way" of going about
things. I really enjoyed Mrs Leigh's recent poem, which she shared with us, celebrating this.
So I hope you all enjoy celebrating the work of the bubbles and what they have produced
together.
I'm sure you will agree, this magazine has been a fantastic way to keep in touch and I can still
clearly remember the first page I contributed where I described life in early lock down. That
all seems like such a long time ago now, as so much has happened across the country since
then. As always, I would like to thank Mr Silvester, for his determination in keeping the
magazine going, as well as all those who have contributed over the last three months
As we say a goodbye to Year 6, I want to congratulate them on how well they have supported
each other during these last strange weeks. Nobody could have predicted how this year was
going to end and I'm delighted that we managed to salvage fish and chips and Rocket Week
from all the end of term events which needed to be cancelled.
I wish them all the very best at high school and hope you all have a wonderful summer and
manage to make the most of it before some sense of normal schooling resumes in
September.

David Oldham

FINAL ISSUE
Sadly this is our final issue of ‘The Draytonian’ for the time being. I set up the school magazine way
back in March when the school first closed. The aim was to put together something that would keep
our school spirit and community alive whilst we were all apart. As things begin to go back to ‘normal’,
it is time for the magazine to close.
Although the children have not been able to go to school as normal, we have all had the opportunity
to do things in a different way to what we were used to. So, despite the children being out of the
classroom, they’ve still been able to learn from a whole host of new situations. As you’ll have seen
in our eight issues, the pupils, parents and staff of DJS have all been doing very different things.
Now, as we prepare to welcome children back to school briefly before the summer holidays, we also
say goodbye to our Year 6 pupils as they move up to high school. It is always sad to see children
leave our school, but we hope that they will always value their time at Drayton Junior School.
This issue of the magazine pays particular attention to the Year 6 pupils who have been able to come
back to school. I hope that this will show younger pupils some of the things they have to look forward
to as they follow in their footsteps through the school.
I’d like to thank everyone who has contributed to ‘The Draytonian’ since March. Putting together the
magazine has been a lot of hard work, but being able to see and share just how strong and
resourceful our school community has been during these challenging times is very satisfying reward.
Wishing you all a happy and healthy summer break.
Michael Silvester
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OUR BUBBLE SCHOOL
Ms Leigh wrote this amazing poem about the ‘Bubbles’ in school. She read it to us during a Zoom
assembly. It should give everyone at home an ideal of what life in school is like at the moment.

Three months ago our school shut its door,
The government said so - we followed the law.
We all stayed at home to keep safe and stay well,
When would it reopen? It was hard to tell.
Slowly things did get better and we welcomed you back.
Now we’re working together to get life back on track.
Life’s still far from normal - you now learn in a bubble,
But you’ve adapted and coped well - you’ve caused us
no trouble.
Each bubble is different, each one is a star,
We value each person, whoever you are.
Bubble Brosche and Tyson is funny and bright,
When they are asked questions, they get them all right.
Competitive, sporty, they really aim high,
Determined, hardworking - we know they will fly.
Mrs Lamb’s Bubble’s amazing - she’s got the key
workers,
Day in and day out they work hard - they’re not shirkers.
They love dancing and singing - they sing to ‘Kids’ Pop’,
And skipping’s a favourite - they just do not stop!
And there’s Bubble Woolsey - now they are maths
whizzes,
They’re sporty, love football, they’re great at their
quizzes,
Sometimes they are quiet and sometimes they’re LOUD
They’re brilliant boys and of them we are proud.
And there’s Bubble Innes - those girls are so cool,
You know if we let them, they would rule the school!
Hilarious, gorgeous, they love a good chat,
Sassy, with attitude and what’s wrong with that?

And there’s Bubble Silvester, well they’re good as gold,
Helpful, hardworking, don’t need to be told.
And they have a secret - they LOVE having treats,
Jaffa cakes and hot chocolate - will next week be sweets?
Bubble Jacobs and Brooks are just simply divine,
Great girls and good school friends - they get along fine.
Responsible, dependable and very mature,
These girls will go far, yes we know that for sure.
And there’s Bubble Howell, well now what can I say?
These boys are incredible in every way.
Motivated and sporty, they make a great team,
Positive, happy, they’re really a dream.
And now let me tell you about Bubble Bond,
Of this group of key workers she is very fond,
The way they work hard we just have to admire,
These kids are just great - they must surely inspire.
Bubble Lambourne and Cope are an interesting crew,
Gentle and thoughtful in all that they do.
Poetic, deep thinkers, these guys are first rate,
They also love tennis - their talents are great.
Bubble Finch and Silvester have fantastic boys,
Energetic and lively ( they make lots of noise!),
They love a discussion - their opinions are strong,
They’re destined for great things - they won’t prove us wrong.
And a lovely Bubble belongs to Mrs Hone,
Happy, delightful - yes, they never moan.
Thoughtful, creative and so very kind,
A really great bubble I think you will find.

And who is there left? Ah yes, it’s Bubble Game,
Hang on - don’t we know them by a different name?
That’s right - it’s the Bubblettes - they’re really great dancers,
They’re funny, they’re clever - they know all the answers!
And let’s not forget Bubble Boyes and Bubble Gill,
They take you outside - yes they sure have some skill.
With sporting activities come wind, rain and shine,
They work hard all day and make sure you’re all fine.
So children of Drayton - you’ve shown us your brilliance,
You’re cheerful, you’re upbeat, you’ve proved your resilience,
Soon we’ll say bye to some but it’s you we’ll remember,
And others - we can’t wait to see back in September.
We still have a few weeks until the school term is done,
But as teachers we just want to thank everyone,
This time has been strange - it has been a real test,
But you’ve risen to the challenge - you have been the best.
Change is not always easy but you’ve proved you can do it,
This new way of working - you have really come through it.
So think back to this time when you try something new,
You know you can do it and we’re SO PROUD OF YOU!

DJS Memories By 6F

DJS Memories By The Bubblettes

Drayton Junior Poems
Mrs Lambourne’s 6W bubble, produced these superb poems

AT HOME WITH THE VICTORIANS
Mrs Hone, Mrs Holmes and their bubble each made a Victorian room. Then they put them all
together to make this amazing Victorian house!

Turn over to find out more

Leah – “I made the scullery. This is a small kitchen / laundry room. I had
fun making it, especially using the saw, hammer and hot glue gun. My
favourite part of the room is the iron and the plasticene vegetables. “

Anya – “ I am responsible for the library. I created a tall bookshelf any tiny
books out of card. My grandfather clock hides a secret passage and if you
look closely you might see a small child hiding inside.”

Sophie – “I made the day nursery which is where the children would play
with their nanny and their toys. I enjoyed painting the miniature landscape
on the wall.”

Elena – “ I made the dining room. I built a large dresser and a table with a
secret compartment.

Rosie – “My room was the bathroom. I enjoyed using new materials like the
Modroc and hot glue gun and found it very fun to make. My favourite part
of the room is probably the tiny cross stitch portrait.”

Talia – “I made the master bedroom. It includes a four poster bed, a
screen, chest of drawers and a chandelier. But my favourite part of the
room is the mirror that sits on the dressing table.

Saskia – “I joined the bubble late but I like Mrs Holme’s drawing room the
best.

Rhianna made another bedroom and we worked together to make objects for
the kitchen. Can you see the brace of pheasants hanging from the shelf?
By The Creative Queens (aka Bubble Hone / Holmes)

MEMORIES OF OUR TIME AT DRAYTON JUNIOR SCHOOL
Stanley C – One of my favourite memories was when I Started in year 4 and got to meet loads
of new people. I was slightly nervous but very excited at the same time.

Ethan C – A favourite memory of mine was going to pleasurewood hills in year 5 as part of our
“scream machine” topic.

Noah G – My favourite memory at Drayton Junior School was when we went to Wembley to
watch England play. I remember eating lots of sweets!

Julian M – I have three favourite memories, Pleasurewood Hills, the trip to Wembley to watch
England play and the trip to Whitlingham in year 5 when I beat everyone in the optimist boat
race!

Jayden O – My favourite memory was when we visited Pleasurewood Hills in year 5 and Thomas
and I went on wipeout.

Murray S– My favourite memory was the Whitlingham Broad trip in year 5. My favourite
activity that day was canoeing!

Freya - I remember going to Hilltops and going on the Big Zipper - It was great fun!
I remember when I got my pen licence in Y3 from Mrs Hone and I felt ecstatic!
Maddie - I remember when I went to see England at Wembley and me, Amber and
Saskia got KFC on the way – it was yummy!
I remember finding out whose class I was going to be in when I moved to Year 4 – I
was so happy because I was with all my friends!
Amelia - I remember going to Pleasurewood Hills in Year 5 and being in the only
group to see the seals and sea lions.
In Year 3 we had Greek Day and my class had loads of cool food that Greeks would
eat.
Emily K - I remember playing with the reading buddies when we were in Year 5
instead of reading with them!
I remember when I went to Hilltops and did hide and seek in the dark – it was fun!
Emily R - I remember when I became best friends with Freya and Amelia in Year 4!
I remember when we went to Hilltops – my favourite activity was the zipwire!
Evie S - I remember having a tour around the school on my first day in Year 3 – it
seemed huge back then!
I remember Drayton’s Got Talent every year – I came third when I was in Year 3.
Lily - I remember when I went to Pleasurewood Hills in Year 5 and went on the
Fireball – I was a bit scared at the start but then I was ok.
I remember when I went to Norwich Castle and made an Egyptian collar.

MEMORY FACTFILES

Rocket Week
By Hana C, Madison P and Mr
Silvester’s Bubble
Normally the year 6 would have a
chance to design, make and fire
rockets. This year we had to do
things a little differently. We still
got to make and fire our rockets
but we could not do it in pairs or
make them with our class – just
our bubbles.
The process of making our
rockets
First you need to join 2 x litre
fizzy drink bottles together and
paper-mache the rocket
Secondly, you paint the rocket
the colour you desire and add the
wings, cone and any decoration.
Once you have finished making
you rocket it is time to fire!

On Friday 3rd July, everyone went outside to launch their rockets. The key worker children
came to watch too. To launch your rocket you have to choose how much water to put
inside it. Then you put it on to the rocket launcher and make sure the opening is fixed onto
the rubber bung. You set the trajectory of the launcher which is the angle you will fire it
at. Then you pump air inside the rocket. With the water and air, the bottle inside the
rocket fills up, until there is too much pressure and this pushes the rocket off the launcher
and into the air. It also pushes water out of the rocket and you might get wet!
The rockets then fly through the air and a teacher measures where they land on the
playground. There is a prize for the best rocket designs and those which travel furthest.
Because there were so many rockets to launch, we saved half to launch on Monday.
Unfortunately because this article will be published before then, we can’t tell you who
won!
We have really enjoyed making and launching the rockets. It has been good to do one of
the things we’ve watched Year 6’s do before as we were worried we wouldn’t get a chance
this year.

Brothers Mikey (3H) and Tyler (5H) have been finding out about one of Norwich’s
oldest buildings.

This week we decided to learn about
Norwich Cathedral, We started by
researching as much information as
we could before setting off. We found
out that construction began way
back in 1096 and took hundreds of
years to complete. We walked past
the Castle on the way and talked
about the people who may have lived
there. When arriving at the Cathedral
we walked through big gates to get
in.
The Cathedral was empty; we had
the whole place to ourselves, It was
massive inside. Apparently over
1000 bosses decorate the ceiling we wish we had taken binoculars to
see them all properly. The stained
glass windows were very impressive
all telling a story in the pictures. We
saw doors that looked like they led to
dungeons and there was even a
coffin that they suggested you got on
top of to pray. We didn’t do this as
seemed a little freaky. We lit a candle
instead and said a prayer in respect
for all the people who have passed.
The details within the Cathedral were
amazing, and we found lots of
interesting things to look at . We
definitely will be going back again.
When we got home we decided to
design our own stained glass
window. Here are some pictures
about our day.

Y3 Story Competition
As part of their home-learning Year 3 had to write a story set underwater. The prize
was to have your story published in the school magazine. Congratulations to Austin
and Isla. Read their winning stories here.

Rip Tides
It was a Thursday in June. The weather was sunny and bright so I went to the beach
with my mum and dad to play in the salty, blue sea.
Soon after we arrived we found a sunny cove to sit in with our soft blanket and
gorgeous picnic. I put my black swimming shorts on fast and ran quickly towards the
shiny, blue sea. As I ran off I shouted loudly, “I’m going into the sea!”
Mum and dad replied, “That’s ok.”
I jumped in to the sea with excitement, but it was a little bit cold, I didn’t care. I
carefully walked deeper until I found a good place to swim, because the sea was up to
my waist. I was having lots of fun swimming, but suddenly without any warning a huge
wave crashed over me until I was under the salty water. I came up to the surface
quickly gasping for breath, but I realised that something was pulling me out of my
depth away from mum and dad and towards the sea! It felt like a strong hand dragging
me out to sea. It was a…a….a…..a RIP TIDE!!!
I had learnt about rip tides at home school so I knew what this crazy thing was doing to
me, but I couldn’t remember how to escape from it, because I was panicking.
I shouted to mum, “Call a life guard!”
Mum sprinted at top speed to the life boat station nearby where we had been sitting.
Dad was panicking and in shock pacing up and down the beach with his head in his
hands. I was so scared I nearly slipped under the cold waves whilst I was waiting for
the life guards to arrive.
Suddenly without any warning a big strong hand grabbed my wrist and lifted me out of
the water and placed me safely in to a fast lifeboat. I felt so thankful that I had been
saved by the brave life guards and couldn’t wait to be back on the soft bright yellow
sand with my mum and dad. I said thank you in a joyful way to the life guards. I think
they have been trained very well. Good thing they saved me, otherwise I would be
dead!
By Austin G

Millie G 4L and Lexie H 5H wanted to something for Immy in 5H and her family,
and decided on Saturday afternoon to do a bake sale. Lexie and Millie planned
how to make their sale as safe as can be; wearing masks to bake and sell, using
bags to handle and serve so they didn’t need to touch the food. They’d have a
pot for money which they wouldn’t touch, and had even marked 2m chalk lines
to keep their customers safe and provided hand sanitiser! They had thought of
everything! And so they got busy baking; Chocolate Shortbreads, Cupcakes,
Chocolate Chip Cookies, Rocky Roads and Butter Shortbreads. At 10.30 Sunday
morning the sale began and the customers came. A special drive by from Immy
and her sister Charlotte was a real highlight for them. A Facebook link to the
community page even resulted in a few comments being left from strangers
“Super girls, with super cakes. Just popped by and the customer service is so
good and such a good cause I paid double”. Another customer wrote “Such a
lovely thing to do! My kiddies are really enjoying their treats!! Thank you”, and
another “They were delicious thanks girls & such a lovely thing to do for your
friend!” Things were going well, but the girls didn’t count yet as they didn’t want
to handle the money and were also rather excited to wait until the end. The last
shortbreads sold to a couple who had said they would come back after their walk
… they were just in time! And the final count … a whole £60!!! Next up, off to
Immy’s to drop the money off to her family. Lexie and Millie … what superstars!!!
And Immy remember we’re always thinking of you!!!

Meanwhile, Ellie F (6F) sent us photos of this delicious cake she designed and made herself.
Ellie loves baking and is always coming up with new ideas and flavours. This cake was for
her brother Jake’s 14th birthday.

Ruby used Mrs Taylor’s recipe to make Doughnut Muffins (see Issue 5 of The
Draytonian). These look scrumptious and you can see Ruby gives them a ‘thumbs up’!

BEE UPDATE
In Issue 6, Ellie (5S) and Sienna W (3H) told us about the bees they had at
home. Now they have even more, and they want to tell us all about them!

ON THE BALL!
Mr Arden’s Football Quiz
Across
1) Who scored the first goal after
football restarted? ……..
Sterling (6)
2) Sky Sports Pundit Jamie
………(7)
3) Which team won this season’s
carabao cup …….. city (10)
4) What is the name of Norwich
city’s stadium …….. Road (6)
5) An English team that is still in
the champions league (7)
6) Which team did Liverpool sign
Virgil Van Dijk from (11)

Down

Last Issues answers
Arsenal – Mikel Arteta
Aston Villa – Dean Smith
Bournemouth – Eddie Howe
Brighton – Graham Potter
Burney – Sean Dyche
Chelsea – Frank Lampard
Crystal Palace – Roy
Hodgson
Everton – Carlo Ancelotti
Leicester City- Brendan
Rogers
Liverpool – Jürgen Klopp
Manchester City – Pep
Guardiola

1)
Manchester United
signing from sporting Lisbon
Bruno ……… (9)
2)
First name of Tottenham
number 10 (5)
3)
The only team to beat
Liverpool in the premier League
this season (7)
4
The premier league top
scorer this season Jamie ……. (5)
5)
The England men’s team
manager Gareth ………. (9)
6) This team were denied a goal
because the goal line technology
didn’t work …… United (9)

Manchester United – Ole Gunnar
Solskjaer
Newcastle United – Steve Bruce
Norwich City – Daniel Farke
Sheffield United – Chris Wilder
Southampton – Ralph Hasenhuttl
Tottenham Hotspurs – Jose
Mourinho
Watford – Nigel Pearson
West Ham United – David
Moyes
Wolves – Nuno Espirito

MRS GILL WRITES….
Just before the New Year
begins Oliver is
continuing his training
with a lance....all too soon
disaster strikes! Will Oliver
recover to compete in the
tournament? Will Lord
Evan find his son injured?
Oliver makes a grave
mistake when he explains
his injury, which he soon
regrets. Can he put things
right?

Mrs Gill
A Knight Time Tale
By KT Gill
Chapter 24
The following days passed in a flurry, with many hours out practicing their riding and Oliver
perfecting his jousting skills in Merek’s specially prepared field. The weather stayed dry but
dull with threatening clouds on many days. Lord Evan was usually at pains to tell Oliver to
stay warm and dry, ever fretful that his only son should be caught out in bad weather. Abi
and Penny tactfully told him that they would look after Oliver and make sure he stayed with
them. They cleverly didn’t say that they would, in fact, be out with him in all weathers!
~~~
New Years Eve welcomed them with a clear dawn sky and the sun stretching up over the
horizon. As they sat in the bright, warm solar breaking their fast, Oliver carefully announced
that Merek thought he was ready for the next stage in his training.
“What’s that?” mumbled Abi through a full mouth of biscuit with Lady sitting close by ready
to catch the flying crumbs.

“Oh, Abi, manners!” scolded Penny raising her eyes in desperation. Then quickly held up her
hand to her friend, “No, don’t apologise until you’ve swallowed!”
Quickly Abi chewed, swallowed and said she was sorry. Oliver looked on in amazement at the
two girls. He thought Penny was the one who had the strange manners... Getting back to Abi’s
question, he replied enthusiastically, “I must learn to face another knight, with a lance, riding
at me, ‘twill be fearsome!”
“Oh, you must be careful, Oliver,” Penny felt concern for him but Oliver assured her that
Merek would make sure he was safe.
Smiling at the girls he went on, “Merek will fix a lance to the mannequin. I must ride at that.
Will, he doth be joining us anon.”
Oliver and the girls quickly finished their meal, soon all three and Will, with the faithful
Lady, were once more riding out over the cobbled bridge to meet Merek at the training field.
The cold was biting as they rode along, their breath clouding as they gasped for each lungful
of chill air. Despite this the village and the estate looked bright, the colours of the sky,
shrubs and grasses vivid in the sun’s glow.
Turning into the track where Will’s family lived, he kicked on Grace, closely followed by the
others, and they swiftly entered the yard where they found his father arranging the newly
finished lances against the outside wall of his workshop. Merek hoped Oliver would use some
of these today, Lord Evan had employed Merek to make many for the upcoming tournament.
“Good morn to you Master Oliver. Let us set to work,” he said in greeting.
“Perchance Merek, you have many lances,” replied Oliver as he began the long ordeal of
putting on his armour. It seemed that rather than taking less time to put it all on, he took
more!
“’Tis so. I hope to have to make more,” he said smiling and then went on at Oliver’s puzzled
expression, “’Twill need more once these are shattered.”
“Verily, it is so!” agreed Oliver, smiling with enthusiasm and understanding Merek’s wish for
him to smash many of the lances during his practicing.
Once ready, he mounted Red, with help of the block, and trotted off for his first charge
while Will and Merek set up the mannequin with a lance.
“Phew, it looks quite scary now doesn’t it Pens?” said Abi looking down the tilt to where the
mannequin was positioned.
“Yep, but better than a real knight charging at him!” stated Penny turning to watch as Oliver
came galloping down, lance poised.
And so began a frustrating day of hard practice and training for Oliver. No matter how he
approached the mannequin he was unable to hit the breast plate squarely. Many times he got

his lance caught with the mannequin’s and his slipped from his grasp, crashing to the ground
under Red’s advancing hooves.
“Oooh!” exclaimed Penny as yet again the lance fell from Oliver’s grip, this time Red stumbled
as it clattered against his hooves. As the horse lurched trying to regain his balance, Oliver,
as if in slow motion, slipped from the saddle and the with added weight of his armour, he
didn’t have the strength to hold on.
“Master Oliver!” cried Merek, dashing over, worried in case in had injured himself. Will
reached Oliver first, his expression one of concern for his close friend. By the time Merek,
Abi and Penny reached them; Will had sat Oliver up and was gently removing his helmet.
“Oh Oliver, are you hurt?” asked Penny as she and Abi sat down beside him. He just groaned
in reply and Abi looked anxiously at her friend.
“Penny we’d better get him home!” she worriedly said.
“No!” Oliver butted in, struggling to stand but collapsed back with another agonised groan.
“Merek, help me up, I must try once more to master this!”
“Master Oliver, I fear you are hurt,” replied Merek with unease, “We must hasten thee back
to the manor.”
“Merek, no; not there! I cannot go back just yet,” he stated as Will indicated to him that he
wanted to take Oliver up to Edith in the house. Understanding, Oliver nodded in agreement.
Carefully, they raised Oliver up to his feet, but as soon as he put any weight on his left ankle
he winced in pain. Abi and Penny looked at each other with concern.
“My brother broke his ankle playing football and had to have a major operation to put all the
broken bits back in place. He had nine pieces of metal in his leg for eighteen months while it
healed,” Abi whispered to Penny very quietly out of anyone else’s earshot.
“Oh don’t Abi, I’m sure it’s not that bad,” she replied looking doubtfully at the now, obviously,
pained Oliver.
Will and Merek heaved the still grimacing Oliver to his feet. This time they gently held him
between them and began to walk back across the field to the yard. Abi and Penny followed
behind leading Red, who held his head down almost as if in apology.
“Oh Red, it’s not your fault,” Penny soothed him with a stroke on his broad forehead.
By the time they had almost reached the house, Edith had spotted them and ran from the
door to meet them in the yard.
“Oh, Master Oliver, what hath befallen thee?” she asked, looking him over and lifting his hair
from his face, to see if there was any obvious damage.
“I doth have pain in thy foot, Edith. The bottom of my leg also aggrieves me,” he said
bravely.

“Take him inside, Merek,” she ordered, “I’ll make a poultice.” Edith quickly went into the
scullery as Oliver was carried into the kitchen and sat down by the heath where he found
Lady snoozing. Sensing her master, she awoke; went over to him and began to whimper,
nuzzling his arm and licking his face.
“All will be well, Lady,” he assured her and buried his face in the soft fur of her neck, trying
to hide his pained expression.
Before long Edith returned with a poultice made from hemlock and henbane, herbs which
were regularly used for joint pains.
“I doth added some rose and lavender to make it smell better,” she said smiling
sympathetically at Oliver while she placed the strange object on his already slightly swollen
ankle.
“Twill soon be well, my thanks Edith,” he said gratefully, sitting back as the cool poultice
already began to sooth the throbbing pain.
Looking at Oliver and then at Abi, the worry showed on Penny’s young face. “What are we
going to do, Abi?” she whispered in a trembling troubled voice.
“I don’t know, Pens, but we’ll have to get him home somehow. It’s a pity we didn’t bring the
cart, then he could ride back in that with Will,” she said.
“Yes, that’s true but it’s too late now to go back and get it,” Penny said looking back at Oliver
who was resting quietly with his foot up on a wooden stool. Then thinking about her Mum’s
First Aid training, she went on, “Edith, do you have any small hose, maybe an old pair of
Malkyn’s?”
Nodding, but looking slightly puzzled, Edith went off to fetch a pair. Returning she asked
why Penny wanted them.
“I think if we cut these and use them like a ‘tubi-grip’ bandage; it might keep the swelling
down,” she explained her thinking to the others.
Understanding, Abi agreed. “That’s a good idea. Oliver we need you to remove your stocking
so Nurse Penny can put your bandage on!” she said, smiling & winking at him.
“Oh, stop it you two, just because I can remember some stuff that might help, there’s no
need to tease,” she scolded them both playfully as she took the cut piece of hose from Edith.
“My apologies ‘nurse Penny’,” smiled Oliver and then winced as she gently placed the hose
bandage over his foot and pulled it up over his ankle. As the hose was for a smaller leg than
his, it was a bit tight for Oliver’s leg, but as soon as it was in position he could begin to feel
the support it offered his injured ankle.
“’Tis feeling well Penny,” he exclaimed and tried to stand.
“Careful, Oliver!” Abi grabbed his arm so he wouldn’t put too much weight on his injured
ankle. He looked across and smiled at her.

Will and Merek carefully helped Oliver out to their horses. While Penny held Red’s reins to
steady him, Will and Merek gently lifted him up into the saddle. Oliver grimaced slightly as
he slipped his sore foot into the stirrup.
“Master Oliver, I can take you to the manor in my cart,” offered Merek, already trying to
plan how he would explain the fact that Red was out with the girls and their horses.
“Twill be fine, Merek. I am soon to be a knight!” he bravely stated with a smile and looked to
Abi and Penny who were still holding the reins of Harmony and Lunar. “Come along, we must
be off. We must return before my father, he must not know the truth of my fall and what
ails me.”
Saying a solemn good bye to Edith and Merek, and with Will, the glum group rode off slowly
and carefully back to the manor. Will, in his silence was thinking it was such a shame that
Oliver had fallen and injured himself. He truly hoped that it wouldn’t be too long before
Oliver could continue his training but with only a matter of days left until the tournament, he
was beginning to feel doubtful of Oliver’s success.
Arriving back at the manor, with the lazy sun resting in the welcome, open arms of the trees
in Granston Woods, Abi, Penny and Will helped Oliver climb down from Red’s back.
“You rest there,” indicated Penny with concern as she passed Will Red’s reins. Swiftly Will
led Red and the other horses into the stables and settled them in their stalls. Then the
three helped, a still hobbling, Oliver across the courtyard and into the manor. Had Will not
been so concerned about his friend, he would have seen that Midnight, Lord Evans stallion,
was already in his stall.
Oliver, although occasionally wincing, bravely walked as best as he could into the manor. As
they were slowly going along the dark passageway to the solar, Lord Evan suddenly appeared
in the glowing doorway.
“Heavens be!” he exclaimed in alarm, rushing forward to take Oliver from Will, and the girls.
“My son! What ails thee?”
“Father... I ...” Oliver faltered; surprised his father was home so early. Suddenly he felt
anxious as to how he would explain to his father the reason for his injury. Thinking they
should have made a plan on the journey home, Oliver was at a loss for words and so looked to
the girls for help.
Penny glanced at Abi, who nodded slightly, and then turned to Oliver before speaking to his
father, “Lord Evan,” she began, “While we were visiting at Edith and Merek’s house, Oliver
accidently tripped over and hurt his ankle.”
“I see it pains you, my son,” Lord Evan said as he gently helped Oliver into the solar.
Grimacing slightly, Oliver courageously said, “Twill be well, father. Edith applied a poultice
and Penny a put a tight hose on it.”
“Hose!?” Lord Evan bellowed turning to Penny in astonishment, “Why is this so?”

Swallowing hastily she replied, “Lord Evan, back in our time, my mother volunteers as a First
Aider. She helps people with injuries just like Oliver’s.” Seeing his Lordship’s puzzled
expression she went on, “What I mean is she has some medical skills...”
Looking back at his son once more, he raised a quizzical eyebrow, “What doth this mean?”
“I believe she has the learning of the apothecary, father,” Oliver answered hoping that this
would soothe his father’s worries.
Penny nodded, “Yes, Oliver is right. The hose acts like a bandage and will help his ankle to
heal,” she explained.
Sitting down by the fire now that Oliver was settled comfortably, Lord Evan slowly nodded
as he took in this information, “’Tis so, my young lady, I thank you.” Turning to his son he
demanded to know what had exactly happened.
As Oliver was still a little shocked from the accident he said the first thing that came into
his head, and told his father he had tripped over Lady. At the sound of her name she looked
up and gave a little whimper.
Facing her with a thunderous look, Lord Evan said “I will deal with you on the morrow.” Poor
Lady cowered with her head down, not understanding why there were suddenly such bad
feelings towards her. Had she been bad? She didn’t think so. Trying to calm down her
master’s father she edged up to him gently, her head still slightly angled down, saying sorry
for whatever she had done to anger him; the tip of her tail wagging too, hoping to return to
his good favour but...
“Off with you; hound!” he commanded sternly and Lady turned and quickly scuttled from the
room.
“Father, please! Tis not Lady’s blunder!” pleaded Oliver, trying to stand and immediately
regretting his stupid lie.
Lord Evan ignored Oliver’s plea and continued, “Edith and Merek must take more care with
you Oliver. Tis not good, tis not good...”
They sat quietly, in the solar and when the steward and reeve suddenly arrived to discuss the
details of the tournament and Lord Evan left with them, it was a relief.
The tournament was only a few days away, on the twelfth night. This would be January 6th, a
week away.
“Did you hear that?” whispered Penny to the others, her acute listening skills coming into
action once more.
“What? What, are you ear-wigging again, Pens?” chuckled Abi, smiling to show that she was
only teasing and to try to cheer up Oliver who looked more worried about the way his father
had spoken to Lady than the injury to himself.

“Yep, and guess what? Its New Years Eve today!” she replied trying to bring a bit of
excitement to the conversation.
“Wow, where’s the time gone,” answered Abi in amazement. She went on, “It seems as if
Christmas was only a day or two ago.”
Shrugging slightly to get more comfortable in his seat, Oliver added gravely, “Tis most true.
I fear the tournament will be upon us and I will fail...!”
“You must not say that!” scolded Penny, “You’ll soon recover and then you’ll win!”
“Yes, look at everything you’ve done since we’ve been here. You never thought you’d ride Red
and now you’re brilliant on him,” pointed out Abi. Then realising Oliver’s current injury she
went on, “Honestly Oliver, you’re a really good horseman and once your ankle is better, you’ll
be back riding him and practicing your jousting skills.”
“Verily ‘tis so, I thank thee,” replied Oliver unenthusiastically, before Lord Evan re-entered
the solar with Will who had made a sort of walking stick to help Oliver walk.
“Come, my boy, you must use this. Will has made it for you to aid your walking,” he said as
they helped Oliver to his feet and he tentatively hobbled from the room wishing them a good
evening, promising to see them in the morning: Will cast them a conspiratorial smile as he
left with Lord Evan and Oliver.
Once on their own Abi and Penny raised their concerns about Oliver’s ankle.
“Do you think he’ll be alright, Penny?” asked Abi the concern showing on her face as they sat
in the glow of the flickering flames.
“Yes, I should think so. I don’t think he’s broken anything, I would bet he’s just badly
sprained it but all the same if it had happened back in our time back at school he’d have been
carted off to the A&E department by ol’ Bartram for an x-ray,” she answered.
Smiling Abi replied, “Yeah, just so he could cover his back with the Health and Safety
conscious Dawes!” And the two girls shared a special moment of memory thinking about their
school life.
Before too long they hauled themselves up the spiral stairs to their chambers, having eaten a
quiet evening meal with Lord Evan in the solar. Oliver had eaten in his chambers and fallen
asleep. Lord Evan revealed that a physicians draft had been sent over by Edith to help him
sleep.
“What a strange end to the year, Pens,” observed Abi as they got into their beds.
Stifling a yawn, Penny agreed, “Yeah a bit strange, but I guess there’d be no feast anyway
tonight with all the planning going on for the tournament.”
“Mmm, I expect so,” replied Abi, a little disappointed to have missed out on the chance for a
feast, “I hope Lord Evan will have chilled by tomorrow, I don’t like to see him so cross.”

“I know and poor Lady; did you see the way she scuttled off with her tail between her legs!”
replied Penny feeling sympathy for the beloved dog, “Especially as it’s not her fault at all!”
Agreeing, Abi said, “I know, it’s so unfair. I couldn’t believe it when Oliver said that. ”
Thinking aloud Penny went on, “I’m sure everything will be alright tomorrow... We’d better
get some sleep; night Abi.”
“Yeah; night Pens. Happy New Year!” she said as she snuggled down into the warmth of her
blankets.
“Happy New Year, Abi,” she answered and then both girls were lost to their own thoughts of
what they hoped the coming year would bring...

Chapter 25
The next morning, as soon as Abi and Penny walked into the solar, they knew that the
problem hadn’t been solved. The atmosphere was chilly and could be cut with a knife. Oliver’s
face was pained but they didn’t think it was his ankle causing the expression; it was the lack
of his faithful dog. Lady’s absence was evident!
“Morning,” Lord Evan greeted them abruptly before announcing that he had taken Lady to
Will for safe keeping while he found somewhere more permanent for her. Nodding
dismissively to them, he left the room to a stunned silence.
Shocked by this over-reaction, Abi and Penny just stood where they were, rooted to the
spot.
“How...? What the...? I don’t understand. Oliver?” stammered Abi looking at the distraught
boy sitting in front of them.
Penny walked over to him and placed a kind hand on his shoulder, squeezing gently she tried
to reassure him, “Don’t worry Oliver, I’m sure he’ll come round and let Lady come home soon.”
Smiling Abi nodded, she didn’t trust herself to speak. The lump in her throat was too painful,
she felt barely able to swallow. When Oliver looked up his eyes were full of tears.
“I fear not; my liege is a determined man. His mind is set,” Oliver began and then lowered his
head into his hands before going on, “Tis I who should be punished...!”
“You must not say that Oliver!” exclaimed a shocked Penny.
Shaking his head as if to push her words away he went on; “No, I disregarded my father to
ride Red. Thus I opposed him to train for the tournament. Tis I should be banished not
Lady!”
Abi and Penny tried to comfort Oliver but it was no good, he was deeply upset by the way
things had turned out. He told them that his father had interrogated him before the girls
came down. Oliver felt so disloyal to Lady, but he knew he could not tell his father the truth

about how he really came to injure himself. Only one good thing was that his ankle was
slightly improved. The ‘bandage’ was helping and he was able to walk very short distances by
himself, with the help of the walking stick that Will had made for him.
Leaving Oliver in the solar, the girls hurried across the icy courtyard to the stables. Bursting
in they found Will saddling Grace. Lady, hearing them, came tearing through from Will’s
quarters, she raced up to them but stopped with a confused look when she realised that
Oliver was not with them. She sat down, whimpering, looking forlorn. Both Penny and Abi bent
down to ruffle her ears and rub her belly but it was no good, she just wanted her master,
Oliver.
Standing up the girls looked at Will who had finished tightening the straps of Grace’s saddle.
Using his now familiar gestures, they were able to understand that he was taking Lady to his
parent’s home. The girls smiled at him, nodding in understanding and agreement. It was the
best plan; take Lady to Merek and Edith, they would look after her and Oliver would be able
to visit her there when his ankle had healed a bit more.
Quickly, they dashed back to the solar to break this small piece of good news to Oliver.
“’Tis good news,” he agreed, but knew he wouldn’t be able to visit for a while as Lord Evan had
left him in no doubt that he was to stay at the manor until his ankle had healed.
“What shall we do today, then Oliver?” asked Abi with a cheery voice, looking to Penny,
hoping that maybe they could take Oliver’s mind off, not only his ankle but probably more
importantly the absence of Lady.
“I know, how about we have a Chess competition? I’m quite the champion now you know!”
stated Penny, walking over to the shelf where the board and pieces were kept.
Laughing, Abi said, “Hardly a champion Pens! Just because Lord Evan let you win the other
night.”
Oliver smiled at this; he knew his father was a skilled player. Seeing his glance at Abi, Penny
indignantly put her hands on her hips, “Well I did!” She turned and picked up the game and
walked back to where Oliver and Abi were sitting. “I’ll show you,” she said, setting the game
up.
The rest of the morning was spent with the friends challenging each other, playing game
after game of chess. Unfortunately, Penny’s skills hadn’t improved as much as she had hoped.
Abi and Oliver continuously beat her, but she wouldn’t give up. Each time it was her turn she
sat puzzling, biting her lip with concentration, trying desperately to outplay her more
experienced opponents. Finally she managed to get Abi into ‘check’ but Abi’s knowledge
enabled her to get out of it and eventually Abi won that game too!
“Check mate!” called Abi with glee.
“Oh, I thought I’d beat you that time. Didn’t you Oliver?” she asked turning to him, and
seeing him suppress a smile she dug him in the ribs and he burst out laughing.

Just at that moment Alys walked in the room carrying a tray with delicious smelling goodies.
Abi’s attention was immediately diverted. “Wow that looks good Alys, thanks. Lunchtime
folks!”
The friends stayed where they sat in front of the fire to eat but soon they all realised that
there was a little face missing from the scene and this stemmed their appetite.
Bravely, Penny said what they were all feeling, “It’s just not the same without Lady here is
it? I miss her!”
Abi said that they would have to come up with a plan to get Lord Evan to change his mind and
allow Lady to come home. Agreeing Penny said she was sure there must be a way...
Oliver slowly shook his head, “I fear ‘tis not so...!”
“But surely if he sees how sad you are, and us too, he’ll change his mind?” argued Abi, “He’s
been so kind and generous to us since we’ve been here, there must be something...”
Penny stood up and paced, “Yes, I think there must be,” she put in, her face suddenly alight
with an idea, “and I think I know just what it is!”
Oliver and Abi stared at her with anxious surprise, “Pray, do tell,” insisted Oliver, hope rising
in his voice.
“Well, what have you been trying to prove to your father ever since we arrived, Oliver?”
Penny asked the now puzzled young man.
“I wish my father to honour me as worthy of his name; his title,” he said a little uncertainly,
glancing at Abi, who just shrugged her shoulders. She had no idea either what Penny was
thinking.
“Come on Pens, spill the beans!” she asked, as eager to find out Penny’s plan as Oliver.
“I just think we should carry on as we have, obviously when Oliver’s leg is better and he’s
able to ride Red again. Once the tournament arrives and Oliver shows his father how brave
he is; I think Lord Evan will grant Oliver his wish to have Lady returned home, where she
belongs!” she said with satisfaction.
Abi and Oliver sat quietly for a moment then they looked up and Penny and smiled.
“It might just work, Pens,” said Abi, “Especially if Oliver wins the tournament.” She looked at
Oliver encouragingly, “Do you know who else will be competing?”
“No, I do not,” Oliver shook his head, “Perchance Merek will know.”
“Okay, then later Abi and I will ride over and speak to him and Edith,” announced Penny. Abi
nodded in agreement, looking across at Oliver they could both see that he was thinking this
over.
“Please take Lady’s wooden bowl for her,” he asked, once more with a forlorn look crossing
his troubled brow.

“She’ll be back here with you before you can say ‘supercalifragilisticexpialidocious’,”
reassured Abi.
“Heavens! What doth thou say?” exclaimed a puzzled Oliver, scratching his head.
Giggling Penny just shook her head, ”Don’t mind her! Lady will be back here Oliver. You just
have to concentrate on getting your ankle better and then we can all see Lady when you
practice in Merek’s field.”
“’Tis so Penny. Now be off you both, to Merek’s,” he said passing them Lady’s bowl. Abi
noticed that he had put some scraps from their lunch in for her. Lady would be getting twice
as much food as normal now, as she was sure that Edith would be feeding her some really
tasty treats too.
~~~
Trotting happily through the village, in the weak early afternoon sunshine, Abi and Penny
began to feel less confident about their plan.
“Do you think Oliver will be ready to start practicing in time for the tournament, Penny?”
asked Abi, voicing their joint concern. If Oliver wasn’t well enough to practice, there was no
way he’d be skilled enough to win.
“Oh, I really don’t know, Abi and I can’t think about it; it’s just too dreadful! I wish he’d said
he’d fallen over me rather than Lady!” she said in frustration.
“Yeah, I know what you mean, he really loves Lady,” replied Abi as they jumped off their
horses, having reached Edith and Merek’s.
Suddenly a golden flash hurtled at them, tail wagging dangerously. Reaching down the girls
tousled her ears before walking into the dimly lit but warm scullery. Edith was busy wringing
out some of her children’s clothes but looked up as they entered.
“Hiya Edith, I see Lady’s here then?” Abi said as Penny put down the bowl and food that they
had brought for her. Lady first sniffed at it, looked at Penny then gobbled it all up.
“My thanks,” Edith said as she explained that Lady had refused all food they had tried to
feed her.
“What!” exclaimed Abi disbelievingly. She reached down and sat beside the now satisfied
dog, “Poor Lady, you’re missing Master Oliver as much as he is you, aren’t you?” As if in
answer, Lady held up her paw to Abi and put her head on one side.
Stepping forward to help Edith with her laundry, Penny asked, “She really is confused, isn’t
she Edith?”
Edith agreed that Lady, for once, was not very settled in her house, “She doth search for
Master Oliver at the door.”
Just then they heard hooves approaching and Merek rode into the yard. After tying up his
horse he strode into the scullery, his face dark as thunder.

“Pray tell, my dear,” asked Edith with concern.
“’Tis our Lordship, he declared he is to dismiss me after the tournament! All because Master
Oliver took injury whilst here.”
A sad silence hung in the air as the four silently sat at the table. Then they all began
speaking at once. Edith and Merek spoke of the need for Lord Evan to allow Master Oliver to
grow up into a man while Abi and Penny told them of their plan for Oliver to continue his
training as soon as he was able.
Merek agreed it was the only way, typically Edith worried about Oliver’s injury and what
would become of him if he were to fall or get hurt during the tournament.
“Edith, ‘tis man’s way. Oliver must fight. Lord Evan did and his father before him,” seeing his
wife’s continued concern, he went on gently, “Do not fret, Oliver twill be well.”
Quickly, while on the subject, Abi asked Merek if he knew who would be entering the
tournament. “’Twill be many young men, strong men. All the local gentry will bring their sons.
Gentry from as far away as Norwich in the east and Holt to the west; ‘twill be troublesome
for Oliver, but I have faith in our boy,” he said with pride. “He shalt not give up, not if Lady
here is depending on thee.”
Abi and Penny exchanged a knowing look, Merek had the right idea, to Oliver the best prize
would be to have Lady back home and this would spur him on to win.
And so, after deciding that Oliver could train with Merek, as soon as his ankle had healed
enough, the girls said their farewells and headed off back to the manor in the early dusk. It
broke their hearts to leave a whimpering Lady being held in Merek’s strong arms, but they
felt she would soon be returned to her loving master; at least they hoped she would!

Chapter 26
The next two days were a blur of frantic activity at the manor; Lord Evan seemed as if he
was directing a Hollywood blockbuster movie. Many different people kept appearing, as if
from nowhere, each demanding his attention; some were local gentry arriving early with their
young pages and squires, making sure that the accommodation was suitable for them and
trying to influence Lord Evan in their favour; some were craftsmen asking final questions
about the last few touches to the construction of the tilts, berfrois and pavilions; many were
making deliveries to the kitchens from local huntsman in preparation for the extra mouths
the manor would be feeding over the coming days.
Alys had also asked his Lordship to hire extra hands to help in the kitchens and maids for
the chambers that would be used by the gentry and their squires. Other common folk
competitors would sleep in their tents in the grounds near the orchards.
During these hectic days, Lord Evan insisted that Oliver rest his leg. Following Penny’s
instructions, Oliver sat quietly in the solar, with his leg resting raised on cushions. Edith sent

over a fresh poultice each day, which was delicately applied to his sore, slightly swollen and
bruised ankle. The girls busied themselves by spending time helping to organise the extra
chambers that would be needed, helping Will clear out the unused stalls in the stables ready
for the horses that would be staying at the manor with their squires for the tournament and
also keeping Oliver happy. Besides this, they had a daily trip to the village to see Lady and
take her some tasty treats that Oliver had scrounged from, and sworn to secrecy, Hannah
and Alys in the kitchens.
On the way back on the third day of the New Year, Penny suggested to Abi that maybe they
could go back to the manor by the track that would lead them past the orchards. Abi agreed
that it would be interesting to see the lists and tilts as they were virtually completed.
Turning the last corner, they looked across the once empty field and were shocked to see
the change.
“Wow! Look, Pens, it must be the equivalent to a medieval ‘Old Trafford’!” she called out as
they halted their horses taking in the magnificent sight before them.
The field had been divided into areas for the tournament. The side nearest the orchards had
been cleared and the tilts built, with the berfrois along the boundary there. The seating
itself was impressive. Merek had worked extremely hard, with his men, to complete it in such
a short time. The rows were like a stadium, going up in even tiers.
“Yes, it’s fantastic. Look, that must be where Lord Evan and Oliver will sit,” Penny pointed to
the section in the middle. A square like box had been created with a canopied roof, which had
intricately carved supports. In the centre of the front segment Lord Evan’s coat of arms had
been carved. The coat of arms for the Granston family held the two towers of the manor
with a rearing horse either side of them.
Smiling, Abi turned to Penny and said, “If all goes to plan, Oliver won’t be sitting in that box
at all, will he Penny?”
“Oh, no, ‘course not. Silly me!” she blushed slightly at her mistake. The girls took a last look
at the tilts which were much longer than the practice area that Merek had made for Oliver.
She went on a little concerned, “Do you think he’ll be okay to take part?”
Hesitating only briefly Abi replied, “Yeah. We just have to make sure that Lord Evan doesn’t
find out. That’ll be tricky as he’s been hovering over Oliver like an old hen.”
“Ha-ha, I know what you mean, but hopefully we can hide Oliver’s armour down in the pavilion
that Merek will bring for him, maybe Oliver can slip away early on, without Lord Evan
seeing...”
“I’m sure we’ll sort it, after all we’ve done really well so far. Come on let’s head back and tell
Oliver what havoc Lady is causing,” she said as they turned towards the manor.

Just at that moment a wild horse came charging down the path straight at them. They had to
quickly pull Harmony and Lunar into the bushes at the side of the track so they weren’t
trampled on.
Staring at the rider as he flew past, Penny cried out, “Watch out!” as both girls shrank back
away from the intruder.
Watching the crazy horseman, Abi was frowning slightly as she turned and spoke, “Penny...
I’m sure that was Hector again; I wonder what he’s up to?”
“I don’t know, but he keeps turning up like a bad penny! Come on, let’s get back,” she
shivered, feeling a little unsettled by the encounter, as they rode off carefully to the manor.
They had much to discuss with Oliver.
~~~
The following morning, Oliver’s ankle was feeling much better and the swelling had gone down
quite a bit but it was now showing most of the colours of the rainbow.
As the girls entered the solar, they passed Lord Evan leaving with some of the assembled
guests and Will, who he was instructing to saddle several horses.
“Tis a good morn, my most gladsome wishes to thee, my girls,” he greeted them with a slight
bow before turning and introducing them to his guests. “My Lords Gregory, Harold, Joseph
and Montagu, may I present the Ladies Abigail and Persephone.”
The Lords nodded in greeting as the girls curtsied and said good morning to them. Lord Evan
went on to explain that he would be out hunting and hawking with his guests most of the day.
“Shall be a grand day for the hunt; the stags will fear us, my girls! We shall return anon with
venison and wild boar, such a feast we shalt hath on the twelfth night!” he declared as they
slapped one another on their backs and headed off after Will to the stables.
“That’s good, with Lord Evan out of the way we can head over to Merek’s with Oliver,” said
Penny excitedly as they made their way into the room.
Oliver looked up as they entered, “Why, pray tell, do thee smile Penny? Abi?” he asked,
looking first at one then the other.
“Your father and his chums have gone out hunting for the day, silly! That means we can go
over to Merek and Edith’s home ... to see Lady ...” explained Penny still smiling.
Oliver, too, began to smile and soon the three were all laughing. Oliver had missed Lady
deeply and was overjoyed at the thought of being reunited with her.
Soon, after a brief meal, the three friends were heading out to the courtyard. Carefully, Abi
checked that the lords had left for their hunting trip before they all crossed the courtyard
to the stables. Oliver was able to walk much easier but still limped slightly, not wanting to
put too much weight on his, still tender, ankle.

Looking at him walking gingerly, Penny suggested that he ride to the village in the cart.
Agreeing that it would be too soon to ride so far, Oliver and Will harnessed Red and Grace to
the cart while Abi and Penny saddled Lunar and Harmony. Before long they set off, Oliver
enjoying the regained sense of freedom as they trundled over the cobbles on the bridge.
Taking the reins from Will as they neared the village, Oliver urged the horses on to a
greater speed. Turing the last corner and entering the yard, he heard a familiar sound; the
best greeting in the world...
Abi and Penny looked at him and were not at all surprised to see a tear or two in his eyes, for
they too felt emotional as their dear friend was greeted by his faithful companion. Lady,
seeing him, took a flying leap; right up over the rear end of Red and into Oliver’s waiting
arms!
He eventually shooed her out of the cart, to the ground, and then carefully climbed down
himself. They all went into Edith’s kitchen where she was baking her usual goodies. Oliver
immediately got down on the floor with Lady and the two spent most of the morning playing
together. Oliver exclaimed to Lady that he had taken his ablutions that morn but she
insisted on washing his face herself!
Edith insisted that they all stay for their midday meal. “I have made Master Oliver his
favourite sweetmeats and honey cakes,” she encouraged them.
“I need no further persuasion,” chuckled Oliver as he rubbed Lady’s exposed fluffy belly.
The others could not be sure whether it was Edith’s cooking or spending more time fussing
Lady that was the persuasion that Oliver was referring to.
As they ate at the table in the modest cottage, Edith and Merek revealed to Oliver their
plans for moving to Reepham after the tournament. He was aghast as both Abi and Penny had
kept this news from him.
“Twill not be done!” he said angrily as he banged his fist down on the table, making the
pewter plates bounce with its force. “First my Lady is taken; I will not lose my other family!
No, this must not happen!”
Merek gently explained that they could not afford to remain in Granston without his money
from his job at the manor. “In Reepham, I hope to gain employ at Lord Gyles’ manor. ‘Twill be
hard for us to start again but we know not what to do.”
“I will win this tournament,” announced Oliver. Then looking Merek in the eye, he went on,
“Sir, you are my family. In my heart, thou are my family. I will not let thee down. I betrayed
Lady and thou all with my deceitfulness; I must right the wrong that I brought upon this
household. Tomorrow, I shalt come again and return to the tilts. I will be the next Knight at
Granston Manor!”
Everyone stood up, raised their goblets and cheered Oliver. Lady, sensing the excitement at
the table, chased round and round the room, tail whacking everyone in turn.

Once they had all had their fill of Edith’s excellent cooking and made plans for Oliver to
begin his training again for the following day, they retrieved their horses and made for
home.
As they trotted along the rutted roads, Abi turned to Penny and said, “I felt so bad when
Oliver found out about Merek’s job, didn’t you?”
Nodding Penny agreed, “Yeah, awful...! Everything has become so complicated in the last few
days. I just hope Oliver can turn things around; I hate to think what will happen if he fails...”
“Don’t! Don’t think it, or even say it Pens!” exclaimed Abi violently. “I can’t begin to imagine
what will happen if Oliver doesn’t get Lady back or if Edith, Merek and their family have to
move. They’re like an Aunt and Uncle to us, so goodness knows how Oliver will cope...” her
voice trailed off, choked full of emotion.
The girls held out their hands to each other as they rode along, clasping them and squeezing
tightly, they tried to reassure each other.
As they turned on to the track leading to the manor, the crimson winter sky glowed through
the trees of Granston woods in the distance.
“’Twill be a fine day on the morrow,” declared Oliver looking at the horizon. Turning to the
girls, he went on, “Pray, have faith in me, my friends. Have faith.”
All Abi and Penny could do was smile, nod and secretly cross their fingers.

Find out what happens to Abi and Penny in their time travelling journey in a
special finale edition of the story.
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